
SANIHAIR HELPS MAKE A HOME 
HAIRDRESSING SALON A REALITY  
One industry that is increasingly in need of an alternate plumbing solution 
is hair and beauty industry. With the rise in commercial lease costs, 
many salon owners are instead turning to home salons to run their businesses. 
Repurposing existing home spaces comes with certain physical design 
constraints, mainly the proposed areas not having easy access to conventional 
plumbing. With the location for hair wash basins being a key factor in the 
overall design of the new home salons, additional thought is needed on how to 
achieve these working spaces. The easiest way to get around these plumbing 
and design constraints is with the use of an alternative plumbing solution, such 
as a grey water pump like the Sanispeed. Traditionally, the issue with these 
pumps has been the need to safeguard against the build up of hair and 
product from the salon basins.

OBJECTIVE:
To create an at 
home hair salon

CHALLENGE:
Limited access to 
traditional plumbing 
and working to a 
tight budget

SOLUTION:

"We have been seeing an increase in the specification of grey water pumps 
for home and commercial hairdressing salon projects in recent years. 
This increase in demand for pumps in an industry where potential service 
issues due to the build up of hair can have an effect on ongoing service costs. 
Due to this increased demand, Saniflo SFA have developed the SANIHAIR 
hair trap. This hair trap gives the customer peace of mind that their grey 
water pump will continue to function smoothly, whilst giving them an easy 
to service filter that will ultimately save them in pump service costs.”

- Gregory Waters, Saniflo SFA Australia

Saniflo case study. Domestic

SANIHAIR + SANISPEED



ABOUT SANIFLO
Saniflo is a brand created and owned by the French owned SFA Group . For over 60 years the SFA 
Group's goal has been to allow one to easily install toilets, showers, sinks, kitchens, baths and hand 
basins literally anywhere. From its early beginnings as the inventor of the domestic macerating 
system, the SFA Group is today amongst the main companies providing pump solutions worldwide. 
Synonymous with quality and technical expertise, Saniflo's made in France products comply with the 
strictest quality requirements and consistently meet customer expectations. Saniflo products all have 
Australian Watermark approval and their pumps are intended to be installed by licensed plumbers.

SANIFLO’S DESIGN SERVICE
Saniflo o�ers project consultancy and assists architects and hydraulic consultants by reviewing 
plans, assisting with design layouts and recommending the correct pumps and their ideal location. 
We even work with the plumber onsite during installation to ensure that everything goes as planned. 
Saniflo has a wide selection of products for domestic and commercial application to provide design 
flexibility.
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“I knew building my own home hair salon on a strict budget wasn’t going 
to be easy, I needed an affordable reliable plumbing solution in a part of 
the house where there was no existing plumbing, this solution needed to 
be capable of handling all the hair that makes it way down the hair wash 
basin waste. My plumber Kerry from Bathy's Plumbing set about researching 
the best most affordable way to make my dream a reality, Kerry found a 
suitable pump from Saniflo SFA that was within my budget and assured 
me that the SANIHAIR hair trap installed prior to the Saniflo SFA Sanispeed 
grey water pump would give me years of trouble free service whilst, saving 
on service costs by allowing me to be able to clean the hair trap myself.

I honestly cannot find fault with the SANIHAIR hair trap along with 
the Sanispeed pump, the pump hasn’t missed a beat and the hair trap 
is so easy to clean.”

- Briana Smith - Ahead of Style Hair Dressing

SANIHAIR HAIR TRAP
While the Sanispeed grey water pump is the ideal solution for 
installing hair wash basins anywhere in a new salon, the 
combination of hair care product build-up and stray hairs leads 
to pumps requiring more frequent servicing. Because of this, 
Saniflo SFA have developed the SANIHAIR hair trap, which is 
designed to collect hair and hair products before they reach the 
pump, to safeguard against potential blockages and costly 
servicing.

By installing the SANIHAIR hair trap to filter the waste from the 
salon basins and collecting the hair before it enters the grey 
water pump, it creates the perfect safeguard package that allows 
the client to clean the basket filter as required, without the need 
to contract external services. The SANIHAIR hair trap has a quick 
access lid and removable basket for easy servicing, making it a 
simple solution for a common problem.

The Sanispeed grey water pump is ideal for light commercial 
applications where grey water needs to be disposed of. It has 
four inlets and can handle hot temperatures. The Sanispeed 
can pump up to 7m vertically or 70m horizontally (or a lesser 
combination of both) and it is a small unit at just 367 x 277
x 189mm, making it a common solution for grey water 
renovations where access to traditional plumbing is limited. 

“An added bonus is that the Sanispeed works effectively with very 
little noise, and it is a compact unit that fits in my super small space. 
It still pumps as quietly as the day my plumber installed it and the 
unit itself is tucked away in the bottom of one of the salon cupboards, 
undetected by my clients.”

- Briana Smith - Ahead of Style Hair Dressing

SANISPEED




